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Sound and Waves
Introduction to Chapter 12

Waves carry energy and information over great distances. A cell phone conversation
is carried on waves that travel for thousands of miles. Waves on the ocean also
travel thousands of miles before they splash at your feet on the beach. In this
chapter, you will learn how to measure and control waves so that you can use them
for music, communication, and many other useful things.

Investigations for Chapter 12

A stretched string seems simple but it gets very interesting when you use it to make
a wave! For this Investigation you will make wave pulses on springs and strings to
see how they move and what they do at boundaries. 

Waves in water are a familiar sight. In this Investigation we will use water waves to
explore reflection, diffraction, and other things waves do.    

Everything has a natural frequency, and most things have more than one. When you
force something to vibrate at its natural frequency you can make very large waves.
In this Investigation we will use a fascinating electronic synthesizer to make waves
on a vibrating string so that we can explore resonance and harmony. We will learn
the foundation upon which all musical instruments are built. 

12.1 Waves How do we make and describe waves?

12.2 Waves in Motion How do waves move and interact with things?

12.3 Natural Frequency and 
Resonance

What is resonance and why is it important?

Chapter 12
Waves
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Learning Goals

In this chapter, you will:

Learn the role waves play in our daily lives, including our effort to communicate.

Learn the parts and shapes of waves.

Model transverse and longitudinal waves and their characteristics with a stretched string.

Explore the properties of waves (like reflection and diffraction) with water.

Investigate resonance and harmony using an electronic synthesizer.

Learn how natural frequency and resonance are involved in making music.

Vocabulary

circular waves diffraction natural frequency response
constructive interference fundamental plane waves standing wave
continuous harmonics reflection transverse wave
crest hertz refraction trough
destructive interference longitudinal wave resonance wave fronts
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12.1 Waves

Suppose a big meteor falls into the ocean. The energy of the falling meteor creates a wave that carries
the energy to distant shores. You watch a great musician on stage. The voice or instrument creates
waves that carry the sound to your ears. You dial a cell phone to call a friend. A microwave comes from
1952.1 Waves

Figure 12.1: If we poke a floating 
ball, it moves up and down in 
harmonic motion (A). The oscillating 
ball creates a wave (B) that travels on 
the surface of the water. The wave can 
cause oscillation of a second ball (C) 
placed far away from the first.
1

the antenna and carries a signal to your friend. 

In this section you will learn about waves. What you learn will apply to the water waves, sound waves,
and light waves you see around you all the time. What you learn will also apply to the radio waves and
microwaves that are also around even though you can’t feel them or see them. Even gravity has waves
that astronomers believe are created when black holes crash into each other. 

Why learn about waves?

Waves carry
oscillations from

one place to
another

A ball floating on the water is a good example of the difference between a wave
and ordinary harmonic motion. If you poke the ball, it moves up and down. The
oscillating ball creates a wave on the surface of the water that spreads outward,
carrying the oscillation to other places (figure 12.1). A second ball floating farther
away also starts oscillating as soon as the wave reaches it. The wave started by an
earthquake can travel around the world, reaching places far away from where it
began. 

Waves carry
information and

energy

We use waves to carry information and energy over great distances. The sound
wave that travels through the air carries information about the vibration of the
string from the instrument to your ear. Your ear hears the vibration as music. In a
similar way, a radio wave carries sounds from a transmitter to your stereo. Another
kind of radio wave carries television signals. A microwave carries cell phone
conversations. Waves carry energy and information from one place to another. The
information could be sound, color, pictures, commands, or many other useful
things.
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gure 12.2: The same system can 
port more than one kind of wave at 
 same time. Sound waves and light 
ves travel through water so 
lphins can hear and see. At the 

e time, a boundary wave travels 
 the surface. Three of our five 
ses (sight, hearing, touch) respond 

waves.

gure 12.3: X rays use light 
ves to make images that show 
nes under the skin.
understanding how waves work we can learn about nature and also about
technology (figure 12.2).

How do you
gnize a wave?

All waves have things in common. When you see the things in this list, you should
suspect that there is some kind of wave involved.

Evidence for suspecting there are waves:

• Anytime you see a vibration that moves, there is a wave. 
• Anything that makes or responds to sound uses waves.
• Anything that makes or responds to light uses waves.
• Anything that transmits information through the air (or space) without wires 

uses waves. This includes cell phones, radio, and television.
• Anything that allows you to “see through” objects uses waves. This includes 

ultrasound, CAT scans, MRI scans, and X rays (figure 12.3).

Where can we
find waves?

We will usually find waves whenever information, energy, or motion is
transmitted over a distance without anything obviously moving. The remote
control on a TV is an example. To change the channel you can use the remote or
get up and push the buttons with your finger. Both actions carry information (the
channel selected) to the TV. One uses physical motion and the other uses a wave
that goes from the remote control to the television. Your knowledge of physics and
waves tells you there must be some kind of wave because information traveled
from one place to another, and nothing appeared to move. The wave is actually an
infrared light wave, which is invisible to the eye. 
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Waves are
all around us.

Waves are part of everyday experience. We might not recognize all the waves we
see, but they are there. Consider standing on the corner of a busy street. How are
you affected by waves?

• The stoplight that you see with your eyes is a wave.
• The sounds that you hear are waves.
• The ripples in a puddle of water are waves.
• The electricity flowing in the wires attached to the street lights is a wave.
• Waves carry radio and TV and cell phone transmissions through the air around

you.

There are waves inside the atoms that make up everything we see. By
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Transverse and longitudinal waves

Waves spread
through

connections

A wave moves along a string because the string is continuous. By continuous we
mean it is connected to itself. Waves spread through connections. If we were to
break the string in the middle, the wave would not spread across the break.
Whenever you have an extended body that is all connected to itself, you get
waves. The ocean is an example: Waves can travel all the way across because the
water is continuous from one shore to another. 

Transverse A transverse wave has its oscillations perpendicular to the direction the wave
1972.1 Waves

Figure 12.4: Transverse waves 
oscillate perpendicular to the 
direction the wave moves. Strings and 
water are examples.

Longitudinal waves oscillate in the 
same direction the wave moves. The 
Slinky and sound waves are examples.
1

waves moves. The wave moves from left to right. The oscillation is up and down. Water
waves are also transverse waves because the up and down oscillation is
perpendicular to the motion of the wave.

Longitudinal
waves

A longitudinal wave has oscillations in the same direction as the wave moves.
Stretch a fat Slinky with one end fastened to the wall. Give the free end a sharp
push toward the wall and pull it back again. You see a compression wave of the
Slinky that moves toward the wall. The compression wave on the Slinky is a
longitudinal wave because the compression is in the direction the wave moves. 
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gure 12.5: The frequency of a 
ve is the frequency at which every 
int on the wave oscillates. The 
ating ball oscillates up and down at 
 frequency of the wave.

gure 12.6: The amplitude of a 
ter wave is the maximum distance 
ove the level surface. This is the 

e as half the distance between the 
est and highest places.

gure 12.7: The wavelength of a 
ter wave can be measured from 
st to crest. This is the same as the 
tance from one point on a wave to 
 same point on the next wave.
Frequency is
easured in Hz

Wave frequency is measured in hertz (Hz), just like any oscillation. A frequency
of one hertz (1 Hz) describes a wave that makes everything it touches go through a
complete cycle once every second. Your laboratory-size water waves typically
have low frequencies, between 0.1 and 10 hertz.

Amplitude The amplitude of a wave is the largest amount that goes above or below average
(figure 12.6). You can also think of the amplitude as one-half of the distance
between the highest and lowest places.

Wavelength Wavelength is the length of one complete cycle of a wave (figure 12.7). For a
water wave, this would be the distance from a point on one wave to the same point
on the next wave. You could measure the wavelength from crest-to-crest or from
trough-to-trough.   For the vibrating string, the wavelength is the length of one
complete “S” shape. We use the Greek letter “lambda” to represent wavelength.
You write a lambda like an upside down “y.”
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asic properties Waves have cycles, frequency, and amplitude, just like oscillations. Because
waves are spread out and move, they have new properties of wavelength and
speed. Also, because waves are spread out, we have to be careful how we define
and measure frequency and amplitude.

Frequency The frequency of a wave is a measure of how often it goes up and down
(figure 12.5). To measure the frequency, we look at one place as the wave passes
through. The frequency of the oscillating motion of one point is the frequency of
the wave. The wave also causes distant points to oscillate up and down with the
same frequency. A wave carries its frequency to every area it reaches.
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A wave moves one                
wavelength in one cycle.
Speed The speed of a wave describes how fast the wave can transmit an oscillation from
one place to another. Waves can have a wide range of speeds. Most water waves
are slow; a few miles per hour is typical. Light waves are extremely fast—186,000
miles per second. Sound waves travel at about 660 miles per hour, faster than
water waves and much slower than light waves. 
1992.1 Waves

Figure 12.8:  A wave moves a 
distance equal to one wavelength in 
one cycle. Since a cycle takes one 
period, the speed of the wave is the 
wavelength divided by the period.
1

What is the speed
of a wave?

The speed of a wave is different from the speed of whatever the wave is causing to
move. In a water wave, the surface of the water moves up and down. You could
measure the up-down speed of the water surface, but that would NOT be the speed
of the wave. The speed of the wave describes how quickly a movement of one part
of the water surface is transmitted to another place. To measure the speed of the
wave, you would have to start a ripple in one place and measure how long it takes
the ripple to affect a place some distance away.

Speed is
frequency times

wavelength

In one complete cycle, a wave moves forward one wavelength (figure 12.8). The
speed of a wave is the distance traveled (one wavelength) divided by the time it
takes (one period). Since the frequency is the inverse of the period, it is usually
easier to calculate the speed of the wave by multiplying wavelength and
frequency. The result is true for sound waves, light waves, and even gravity
waves. Frequency times wavelength is the speed of the wave.
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gure 12.9: The crest is the 
hest point on the wave. The trough 
he low point.

gure 12.10: Plane waves and 
cular waves. Plane waves move 
pendicular to the wave fronts. 
cular waves radiate outward from 
 center.
ve shapes

rests, troughs,
nd wave fronts

Since a wave extends over a large area, to talk about the motion of a wave we need
to pick a reference point. You can think of a wave as a series of high points and
low points. A crest is the shape of the high points of the wave, a trough is the low
points. When we describe the shape and motion of wave, it is useful to think in
terms of the crests. As the wave moves, the crests move. The crests of a wave are
sometimes called wave fronts. You can think of the crest as the front of a wave if it
helps you to remember the definition of a wave front (figure 12.9).

ane waves and
circular waves

The shape of a wave is determined by the shape of the wave fronts. You can make
waves in all shapes but plane waves and circular waves are easiest to create and
study (figure 12.10). The crests of a plane wave look like straight lines. The crests
of a circular wave are circles. A plane wave is started by disturbing the water in a
line. A circular wave is started by disturbing the water at a single point. A
fingertip touched to the surface will start a circular wave.

etermining the
ction the wave

moves

The shape of the wave front determines the direction the wave moves. Circular
waves have circular wave fronts that move outward from the center. Plane waves
have straight wave fronts that move in a line perpendicular to the wave fronts. To
change the direction the wave moves, you have to change the shape of the wave
front. In later chapters, we will see that this is exactly how lenses work.
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hat shapes do we find waves?

t happens when a wave hits something?

 will learn the answers to these questions in this section. We start with waves in water, because
e are easy to make and observe. The shape of wave fronts, and the explanation for reflection,
action, and other interesting things, can be seen in the lab. Almost every process we see with water
es also occurs with sound and light waves. Water waves are convenient because they are big and
, so we can see the details of what happens. Light waves, on the other hand, are small and fast, and
d waves are invisible.
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What happens when a wave hits something? 

The four wave
interactions

Waves can do different things when they hit an obstacle (figure 12.11). 

Reflection The wave can bounce off and go in a new direction. 

Refraction The wave can pass straight into and through the
obstacle. 

Diffraction The wave can bend around or through holes
in the obstacle. 
201 in Motion

Figure 12.11: The four processes 
for waves interacting with 
boundaries.
12.2 Waves

Absorption The wave can be absorbed and disappear. 

Sometimes, the wave can do all those things at once, partly bouncing off, partly
passing through, partly being absorbed, and partly going around. You may have
noticed the radio in a car sometimes loses the station as you enter a tunnel. Part of
the wave that carries the signal bends around the entrance to the tunnel and
follows you in. Part is absorbed by the ground. The deeper in the tunnel you go,
the weaker the wave gets until the radio cannot pick up the signal at all and you
hear static. Simple things like mirrors and complex things like ultrasound or X
rays all depend on how waves act when they encounter objects.

Boundaries Waves are affected by boundaries where conditions change. The first three
interactions (reflection, refraction, diffraction) usually occur when a wave crosses
a boundary. Absorption can also occur at a boundary, but often happens within the
body of a material.

Reflection When a wave bounces off an obstacle we call it reflection. If you make water
waves travel toward a wall they will be reflected. The wave that reflects is like the
original wave but moving in a new direction. The wavelength and frequency are
usually unchanged. The reflection of a wave happens at a boundary (or edge)
where the wave has to pass from one condition to another. Mirrored sunglasses are
a good example. The lenses reflect some light so they look like mirrors. The
boundary is the surface of the lens where the light wave crosses from air to glass.
Abrupt changes in material will almost always cause reflections.
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 Seismic waves

eismic waves are generated
hen Earth’s crust slips in an

arthquake. Two kinds of
eismic waves travel through
arth: primary waves (P-
aves) and secondary waves

S-waves).

-waves are longitudinal. S-
aves are transverse and

ause powerful, sideways
haking of the ground. As the
-waves and S-waves
ncounter layers in the Earth,
ey refract and reflect. By

tudying the patterns of
aves that are recorded after

n earthquake, geologists
ave identified the parts of
arth’s internal structure.
material. Some objects and materials have properties that absorb certain kinds of
waves. A sponge can absorb a water wave while letting the water pass. A heavy
curtain absorbs sound waves. Theaters often use heavy curtains so the audience
cannot hear backstage noise. Dark glass absorbs light waves, which is how some
kinds of sunglasses work. 

Diffraction Waves can bend around obstacles and go through openings. The process of
bending around corners or passing through openings is called diffraction. We say a
wave is diffracted when it is changed by passing through a hole or around an edge.
Diffraction usually changes the direction and shape of the wave. Diffraction turns
a plane wave into a circular wave when the wave passes through a narrow
opening. Diffraction explains why you can hear someone even though a door is
only open a tiny crack. Diffraction causes the sound wave to spread out from the
crack.
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Refraction Waves can cross boundaries and pass into or through objects. Placing a thin plate
on the bottom of ripple tank creates a boundary where the depth of the water
changes. If you look carefully, you see that waves are bent as they cross the
boundary. The wave starts in one direction and changes direction as it crosses. We
call it refraction when a wave bends as it crosses a boundary. We say the wave is
refracted as it passes through the boundary. Refraction is useful because it allows
us to shape and control waves. Eyeglasses are a very good example where
refraction is used to change light waves. Glasses help people to see by bending the
light waves into an easier shape for some people’s eyes to focus. 

Absorption Waves can be absorbed as they pass through objects. Absorption is what happens
when the amplitude of a wave gets smaller and smaller as it passes through a
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Natural frequency

The natural frequency is the
frequency at which a system
oscillates when it is
disturbed.
12.3 Natural Frequency and Resonance
Theoretically, waves can extend forever. Realistically, they are limited by the size of the system.
Boundaries create conditions that favor special frequencies or wavelengths. Just as the length of the
string set the period of the pendulum, the boundaries and properties of the system make certain waves
much more powerful than others. The concepts of resonance and natural frequency apply to a huge
range of natural and human-made systems. These two powerful ideas are the key to understanding the
tides of the ocean, the way our ears separate sound, and even how a microwave oven works.
203esonance

Figure 12.12: A guitar uses the 
natural frequency of the strings to 
make the correct notes. Once it is 
tuned, the A string, when plucked, will 
always vibrate at 440 hertz. 
12.3 Natural Frequency and R

Natural frequency

What is natural
frequency?

If you pluck a guitar string in the middle it vibrates back and forth. If you pluck
the same string 10 times in a row and measure the frequency of vibration you find
that it is always the same. When plucked, the string vibrates at its natural
frequency. The pendulum also had a natural frequency. 

Why natural
frequency is

important

The natural frequency is important for many reasons:

1 All things in the universe have a natural frequency, and many things have more
than one. 

2 If you know an object’s natural frequency, you know how it will vibrate. 
3 If you know how an object vibrates, you know what kinds of waves it will

create. 
4 If you want to make specific kinds of waves, you need to create objects with

natural frequencies that match the waves you want. 

Microwave ovens, musical instruments, and cell phones all use the natural
frequency of an oscillator to create and control waves. Musical instruments work
by adjusting the natural frequency of vibrating strings or air to match musical
notes. The A string on a guitar has a natural frequency of 440 hertz. 

Changing the
natural frequency

The natural frequency depends on many factors, such as the tightness, length, or
weight of a string. We can change the natural frequency of a system by changing
any of the factors that affect the size, inertia, or forces in the system. For example,
tuning a guitar changes the natural frequency of a string by changing its tension.
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 example of resonance

gure 12.13:  A jump rope is a 
od experiment for resonance. If you 
ke it at the right frequency, it 
kes a big wave motion. If your 
quency is not just right, the rope 
ll not make the wave pattern at all.
drop back down again. Your experiment shows that the frequency of 1 hertz is
many times more effective than any other frequency.

Resonance The extra-strong response at 1 hertz is an example of resonance. You can think of
resonance as having the natural frequency of the system exactly in tune with your
force. Each cycle of your force exactly matches each cycle of the system. As a
result, each push adds to the next one and the amplitude of the oscillation grows
(figure 12.13). Resonance happens when something is vibrated at its natural
frequency (or a multiple of the natural frequency). Resonance is an important idea
because it is used to transfer power into all kinds of waves from lasers to
microwave ovens to musical instruments. 

A swing
 good example

of resonance

The example of a swing (that you might sit on at the park) is one of the best ways
to describe resonance. With a swing, small pushes applied over time build up a
large amplitude of motion. This happens because each push is synchronized to the
natural motion of the swing. A forward push is always given when the swing is as
far back as it can go. The swing is like a pendulum, which has a natural frequency.
By applying small pushes at a frequency matched to the natural frequency, we are
able to create a large motion. The interaction of the repeating pushes and the
natural motion of the swing is what creates resonance. The effect of the resonance
is that the swing’s motion gets large even though the pushes are small. Resonance
is not a single thing. Resonance is an interaction between a wave, a driving force,
and the boundaries of the system.
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The response
of an oscillator

To keep a system oscillating, we apply an oscillating force. For example, if you
want to get a jump rope going, you shake the end up and down. What you are
really doing is applying an oscillating force to the rope. The response of the rope is
to oscillate up and down with the same frequency of your applied force.

If you try this, you notice that at certain frequencies your force is noticeably more
effective at making the rope oscillate. For example, shaking the end up and down
twice per second (1.6 Hz) results in an amplitude of a few centimeters. Slowing
down to once per second (1 Hz) makes an amplitude of more than a meter!
Slowing even more, to once every two seconds (0.5 Hz), causes the amplitude to

An
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Standing waves on a string

What is
a standing wave?

Although waves usually travel, it is possible to make a wave stay in one place. A
wave that is trapped in one spot is called a standing wave. It is possible to make
standing waves of almost any kind, including sound, water, and even light. A
vibrating string is a great example for doing experiments with standing waves.
Vibrating strings are what make music on a guitar or piano.

Harmonics are
multiples of the

Standing waves occur at frequencies that are
multiples of the fundamental, which is the
205esonance

Figure 12.14:  A standing wave 
on a vibrating string. The wavelength 
is the length of one complete S shape 
of the wave.

Figure 12.15: Nodes and 
antinodes for the third harmonic of 
the vibrating string. Nodes are points 
where the string does not move. 
Antinodes are points of the greatest 
amplitude.
12.3 Natural Frequency and R

natural frequency
of a standing wave

natural frequency of the string. The fundamental
and multiples of its frequency are called
harmonics. The diagram to the left shows the
first five harmonics. You can tell the harmonic
number by counting the number of “bumps” on
the wave. The first harmonic has one bump, the
second has two bumps, the third has three, and
so on. If the frequency of the first harmonic is 10
hertz, then the second will be at a frequency of
20 hertz, the third will be at 30 hertz, and so on.

Wavelength A vibrating string moves so fast that your eye averages out the image and you see
a wave-shaped blur (figure 12.14). At any one moment the string is really in only
one place within the blur. The wavelength is the length of one complete “S” shape
on the string. Higher frequency waves have shorter wavelengths.

Why are
standing waves

useful?

Standing waves are useful because we can control their frequency and
wavelength. Because the wave is trapped, it is easy to put power into it and make
large amplitudes. In your microwave oven, there is a device called a magnetron.
Inside the magnetron is a standing wave driven by electricity. A small hole in the
boundary lets some of the wave’s energy out to cook food. The shape of the
magnetron forces the standing wave to oscillate at exactly 2.4 billion cycles per
second (2.4 gigahertz). Energy that leaks out at the same frequency is perfectly
matched to heat water molecules in food.
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gure 12.16:  Two wave pulses 
 the same side add up to make a 
gle, bigger pulse when they meet. 
is is an example of constructive 
erference.

estructive interference

gure 12.17: Two equal wave 
lses on opposite sides subtract 
en they meet. The upward 
vement of one pulse exactly 
cels with the downward movement 

the other. For a moment there is no 
lse at all. This is an example of 
structive interference. 
Constructive interference occurs when waves add up to make a larger amplitude
(figure 12.16).

Destructive
interference

There is another way to launch the two pulses. If we make pulses on opposite sides
of the cord, something different happens. When the pulses meet in the middle they
cancel each other out! One wants to pull the string up and the other wants to pull it
down. The result is that the string is flat and both pulses vanish for a moment. This
is called destructive interference. In destructive interference waves add up to
make a smaller amplitude (figure 12.17).

After they interfere, both wave pulses separate again and travel on their own. This
is surprising if you think about it. For a moment, the middle of the cord is flat in
the example of destructive interference. A moment later, two wave pulses come
out of the flat part and race away from each other. Waves still store energy, even
when they interfere. 

Waves
e atomic level

Down at the scale of atoms, there are many extremely strong waves. Because there
are so many and they are tiny and random, they interfere destructively on average.
We don’t see the wavelike nature of atoms because of large-scale destructive
interference. In special cases, like with a magnetic resonance imaging (or MRI)
machine, or a laser, we create constructive interference of atomic waves. The
result is very powerful and useful technology.
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What is
interference?

Interference happens when two or more waves come together. Because there are
so many waves around us, they often interfere with each other. In fact, radio and
television use the interference of two waves to carry music and video. The
resonance of a vibrating string can be understood using the interference of waves.
Sometimes on the ocean, two big waves add up to make a gigantic wave that may
only last a few moments but is taller than ships, and can have a terrible impact. 

Constructive
interference

Suppose you make two wave pulses on the stretched spring. One comes from the
left and the other comes from the right. When they meet in the middle, they
combine to make a single large pulse. This is called constructive interference.

Co
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M  match any of the terms.

1 ce where a wave changes suddenly

2 interaction of two or more waves with 
 other

3 ecial frequency (or frequencies) at which 
ts vibrate if they are disturbed

4 ecial condition where the frequency you 
 matches the natural frequency of the 
m, resulting in large amplitude waves

5 length of one complete wave

it of one cycle per second

1 ve whose frequency is a multiple of 
er wave

2 int on a wave where there is no motion

3 ve that is trapped between boundaries

4 place on a wave where the amplitude is 
st

length of one complete wave
hapter 12 Review 

ocabulary review

atch the following terms with the correct definition. There is one extra definition in the list that will not

Set One Set Two
. wave a. A short length of wave that travels 1. wavelength a. A pla

. vibration b. A wave where the oscillation is perpendicular 
to the direction of motion

2. natural frequency b. The 
each

. wave pulse c. An oscillation that travels 3. resonance c. A sp
objec

. transverse d. A wave where the oscillation is in the same 
direction as the direction of motion

4. interference d. A sp
push
syste

. longitudinal e. A word that means the same as oscillation 5. boundary e. The 

f. The time it takes to complete one cycle f. A un

Set Three Set Four
. reflection a. The process where a wave gets smaller and 

smaller
1. node a. A wa

anoth

. refraction b. The process of bouncing a wave off a 
boundary

2. antinode b. A po

. diffraction c. The process of bending a wave as it crosses a 
boundary

3. harmonic c. A wa

. absorption d. What happens when a wave bends around 
obstacles or through holes

4. standing wave d. The 
large

e. A word that means the same as oscillation e. The 
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1.

2.

3.

in a wall. What will the wave
all?

cribes what happens when a

all on one end. A wave pulse
 the wall and comes back:

 as it started.
ring from where it started.
des of the string.

uency, like light.
endicular to the direction it

the direction it moves.
hat is a multiple of another

 of 15 Hz will likely show
 frequency.

b. refraction

d. absorption

b. 40 Hz

d. 50 Hz
cept review

A wave which vibrates at 60 Hz has a higher ______ than a
wave that vibrates at 30 Hz.

Which of the following things must involve a wave? You may
choose more than one. Explain each of your choices.

a. A bulldozer is moving the dirt for a highway.
b. A person is talking to someone on a cell phone.
c. An earthquake in the Pacific Ocean causes the floor of a

house to shake in Texas.
d. A car is going 70 miles per hour on a highway.
e. Two people stop to listen to a jet plane passing overhead.
f. A doctor makes an X ray to check for broken bones.
g. An explorer shines a flashlight to see a passage in a cave

deep underground.
Which of the following pictures shows a correct measure of the
wavelength? You may choose more than one.

4. A wave is moving toward a hole 
look like as it passes through the w

5. Which of the following best des
water wave hits a solid wall?

6. An elastic string is attached to a w
traveling on the string reflects off

a. On the same side of the string
b. On the opposite side of the st
c. Split equally between both si

7. A transverse wave is:

a. A wave with a very high freq
b. A wave that oscillates perp

moves.
c. A wave that oscillates along 
d. A wave with a frequency t

frequency.
8. A string with natural frequency

resonance when wiggled at which

a. wavelength b. frequency

c. amplitude d. transverse

a. reflection

c. diffraction

a. 20 Hz

c. 30 Hz
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P

1

2

3

4

 Hz and a wavelength of 2 meters.
e?

tring experiment and observe the
ency of 63 Hz. At what frequency
nic?

string experiment and observe a
e picture below. You measure a
the rest of the data table with the
 you would expect to find in an
s 6 and 8 are not included on the

b. 0.4 m.sec

d. 7 m/sec

b. 27 Hz

d. 9 Hz
roblems

. You find the pattern in the picture at a frequency of 40
Hz. Answer the following questions.

a. What is the period?
b. At what frequency will you find the third

harmonic?
c. At what frequency will you find the eighth

harmonic?
d. How many antinodes are in the wave in the

picture?
. A group of students shows you sketches in their lab book of four

patterns they found on a vibrating string. You suspect that one
of the pictures is either a fake, or a mistake. Which picture is the
fake (or mistake) and how did you know?

. The wave in the picture has how many nodes?

. The wavelength of a wave on a string is 25 centimeters and the
frequency is 20 Hz. Calculate the speed of the wave.

5. A wave has a frequency of 5
What is the speed of the wav

6. You are doing a vibrating s
seventh harmonic at a frequ
will you find the third harmo

7. You are doing a vibrating 
resonance that looks like th
frequency of 22 Hz. Fill in 
frequency and wavelengths
experiment. Note: Harmonic
table.

a. 10 m/sec

c. 2.5 m/sec

a. 21 Hz

c. 189 Hz m/sec
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1. alk exactly in step with each
 foot falls at exactly the same
It has been known since early
arch across a bridge. When
walk with a different pace.
ridge is a bad idea, knowing

 by the wind acting on the
d that many ships have been
wo waves. Discuss how the
 a ship that could easily ride

the ground that can literally
ngs are not completely stiff,
 bit. Swaying is a form of
have at least one natural
pens if the natural frequency
ncy of an earthquake? How
uency of a building?
pplying your knowledge

A guitar string is divided by
frets. When you hold your
finger on each fret, you make
the length of the string
shorter. This makes the
wavelength shorter. If the
wavelength gets shorter, the
frequency must get higher to
compensate. 

You know that multiplying
frequency and wavelength
for a vibrating string always
gives you the same number.
Suppose your guitar string is
68 centimeters long and
vibrates with a natural
frequency of 120 Hz. What
length of string would you
need to make it vibrate at 180
Hz, which is 1.5 times higher?

2. Marching is when many people w
other. Tromp, tromp, tromp, every
moment with a steady frequency. 
times that troops should never m
soldiers cross a bridge they all 
Discuss why marching across a b
what you learned in this chapter.

3. Waves in the ocean are created
surface of the water. It is suspecte
wrecked by the interference of t
meeting of two waves might sink
over a single wave.

4. Earthquakes make vibrations of 
shake buildings to pieces. Buildi
and tall buildings sway quite a
oscillation, and all buildings 
frequency. What do you think hap
of a building matches the freque
might you change the natural freq
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